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Isoperimetric Inequalities for Faces of the Cube and the Grid
B. BOLLOBAs AND A. J. RADCLIFFE
A face of the cube rJ>(N) = {O, l} N is a subset determined by fixing the values of some
coordinates and allowing the remainder free rein. For instance , the edges of the cube are faces
of dimension 1. In Section 2 of this paper we prove a best possible upper bound for the number
of i-faces of rJ>(N) contained in any subset of rJ>(N). In particular, we show that initial segments
in the binary ordering-the ordering on rJ>(N) induced by the map A ..... Ei e A 2;: rJ>(N) --+ No-
contain the greatest possible number of i-faces for any i ;;,. O. In Section 3 the inequality is
extended to apply to the grid [p t for p;;" 2, and to give a bound on the number of
i-dimensional faces enclosed by a collection of j-dimensional faces, for i ;;,. j . Finally, in Section
4, we apply the face isoperimetric result to the problem which originally motivated its study.
We prove a Kruskal-Katona type result for down-sets in the grid.
1. INTRODUCTION
Suppose we are given a set system d , i.e. a subset of ~(N) = ~({1, 2, ... ,N}) =
{O, 1}N, which is a down-set: whenever A E d and B cA then BEd. If d contains a
certain number of sets of size r (i.e. r-setsi at least how large is d? This question is
neatly and definitively answered by the Kruskal-Katona theorem ([9], [8]). The lower
shadow of a collection 91l of r-sets is the collection of all (r - Ij-sets contained in some
member of 9/l. The Kruskal-Katona theorem gives a best possible lower bound for the
size .of the lower shadow of a collection of r-sets , given its size . In fact, the minimum is
attained by initial segments in the colex ordering, the ordering on [N](r) = {A E
~(N): IAI = r} given by A < B if max (A t:. B) E B. The Kruskal-Katona theorem
easily implies that if d n [N](r) has size at least (':.') for some m, then Idl;;.: ~~ ('7).
Furthermore, as was shown by Lovasz ([10], §13 Problem 31) , the same holds with m
not an integer.
Motivated by problems arising in the geometric study of convex bodies, we consider
here the same problem in the grid [p]N = {O, 1, . . . ,p -1}N. The grid is a lattice in a
natural way so the notion of a down-set is still defined: a subset S c [p]N such that for
any sequence s belonging to S all sequences pointwise smaller than s also belong. We
take the weight of a sequence s E [p ]N to be the number of coordinates in which it takes
the value p - 1. If a down-set in [p]N contains a certain number of sequences of weight
r, how large must it be? The problem turns out to be equivalent to an isoperimetric
problem for the faces of the grid. We first solve this problem, and only return to the
generalized Kruskal-Katona theorem in Section 4.
In general an isoperimetric inequality is a relation between the size of a set and the
size of its boundary. For instance the classical isoperimetric inequality in IR n states that
any measurable subset of IR n of measure I.l has boundary measure at least as great as
that of the spherical ball of measure I.l. Of course in different situations we must choose
different definitions for the boundary of a set. If we consider subsets S of a graph G
then two natural choices are the vertex boundary, the number of vertices in G - S
adjacent to vertices of S, and the edge boundary, the number of edges joining S to G - S.
In a bipartite graph H, with bipartition (Vt , V2 ) , the (vertex) boundary of a subset
S c VI is the collection r(S) of its neighbours in V2 • (Note that the corresponding
notion of edge boundary is uninteresting: the size of the edge boundary of a subset
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S C Vi is merely the sum of the degrees of its elements.) The isoperimetric problems
considered here are concerned with this last notion. The aim is to minimize Ir(S)1
among subsets S c Vi of fixed size.
There are many examples of isoperimetric results. Harper [6J gave a solution to the
vertex isoperimetric problem in the cube , i.e. in the graph on rfJ(N) in which two sets A
and B are connected if IA 6 BI = 1. Harper, Bernstein and Hart ([5], [2J, [7]) gave a
best possible edge isoperimetric inequality in the same graph. Both these theorems,
and several other isoperimetric results , are presented in [3J. Alon and Milman [IJ and
Bollobas and Leader [4J have each, by widely different methods, proved isoperimetric
inequalities valid for subsets of arbitrary products of connected graphs.
The Kruskal-Katona theorem ([9], [8]) is also an isoperimetric result. Define a
bipartite graph on [Nt) U [NJ(r-i) by joining A E [Nt) to BE [Nt-I) when B cA.
The Kruskal-Katona theorem solves the isoperimetric problem for this graph.
The results we prove are isoperimetric results for the faces of the cube rfJ(N). In all
of them the parameter N is essentially irrelevant; we could replace N by N and our
results (and proofs) would be unaffected. However, the results are of a finite nature.
For a set Dc [NJ we write DC for {I, 2, ... , N} - D, the complement of Din [NJ.
A face of rfJ(N) is a subset of the form FB •C = {A E rfJ(N): An W = C} for some
Be {I, 2, ... , N} and C c BC• In other words, it is a subset obtained by fixing the
values of some coordinates and allowing the remainder free rein. The dimension of
FB,c is IBI, so the faces of dimension 1 are exactly the edges of rfJ(N). Thus there are
2(N - i)('f) faces of dimens ion i, corresponding to the ('f) possibilities for B and the
2N - i choices of C c B C • We could equally call faces sub-cubes. FB,c is a translated
copy of rfJ(B) based at C.
We denote by ~ the collection of all the i-dimensional faces of rfJ(N). If i ~ j ~ 0 we
define a bipartite graph Bi,i as follows. It has bipartition (~, ~) and we join two faces,
Fj E ~ and F2 E~, if F2 c Fj . In Section 2 we give a best possible isoperimetric
inequality for this bipartite graph when j = O. This generalizes the edge isoperimetric
inequality of Harper, Bernstein and Hart ([5J, [2], [7]), which is the case i = 1, j = O.
In Section 3 we extend the face isoperimetric result to the grid [p IN. Moreover, the
extension applies to faces of any pair of dimensions. For the results of this section we
replace our previous exact estimates by smooth approximations, which give best
possible answers in the most important cases. Finally , in Section 4, we apply the face
isoperimetric result in the grid to give a new generalization of the Kruskal-Katona
theorem.
2. AN ISOPERIMETRIC INEQUALITY FOR THE FACES OF A CUBE
In this section we shall study the bipartite graph Bi,o formed by the 2N - i('f )
i-dimensional faces and the 2N O-dimensional faces, i.e. vertices. To solve the
isoperimetric problem in Bi,o we need to determine, for all k ~ 1,
min{!F(d)l : .91c~, 1.911 = k} .
Equivalently, it suffices to determine , for all k ~ 1,
max{ldl: !F(d)1 ~ k, .91 c ~} .
The problem then becomes one of finding the maximum number of i-dimensional faces
that can be enclosed by k vertices. This maximum, we shall prove, is exactly the
number of i-faces spanned by the initial segment of length k in the binary order: the
ordering on rfJ(N) induced by the map A ~ I: i e A 2i : rfJ(N)- N. Harper, Bernstein and
Hart ([5], [2], [7]) proved this when i = 1 and Hart's proof was simplified slightly in [3J .
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Following this last proof we obtain an inequality about the extremal function and then
deduce the isoperimetric result . Most of the work goes into proving the inequality,
here presented as follows.
Let i, j, I, m be positive integers. Define h(j) to be the number of Is in the binary
representation of j. Then set
t(/, m) = ~1 (h~j»).
j=t l
Similarly, if I c r\l let
Note that t(/, m) =t([l, m» and 1o(I) = Ill- Our extremal function will be t(O, m),
which is exactly the number of i-dimensional faces contained in the first m elements of
~(N) in the binary order. This is clear if one recalls that the first m binary numbers are
the characteristic vectors of this initial segment, and also notes that the initial segment,
since it is a down-set, contains a face FB,c whenever it contains B U C.
In our proofs we often want to 'shift' an interval by some power of two. If I is an
interval in r\l which starts later than 2' and is shorter than 2' , it is clear from the
definition that for all i;:;. 1,
The next few lemmas provide basic information about the extremal function . A
cyclic sub-interval of [0, 2') is a subset either of the form [I, m) n [0, 2') or of the form
[0, 2') - [I, m) for some I, m e [0, 2').
LEMMA 1. Letk, r e r\l be such that k ~ 2' and suppose that I is a cyclic sub-interval
of [0, 2') of length k. Then
t(I);:;. t(O, k) .
PROOF. Write A(j) for the set of coordinates in which the binary expansion of j has
a one, so that IA(j)1 = h(j). Noting that
t(I) =L (h~j)) = L I{j E I: A cA(j)}I,
jet l AeN(')
it certainly suffices to prove that for all A e r\l(i) we have I{j E I: A c A (j)} I at most
l{je[O, k):AcA(j)}I. We prove this by induction on i , noting that it is trivial for
i =0. Consider any i-set A and write JA for the set of all j in r\l with A c A(j). The
characteristic function of JA is periodic with period 2max(A ) + \ and thus we need to
prove that all (cyclic) sub-intervals of [0, 2max(A ) + 1) of length k have larger intersection
with JA than does [0, k). Let I be such an interval. If k ~2max(A) then [0, k) nJA is
empty and there is nothing to prove . If k > 2max (A ) then
II n JAI = II n [2max (A ) , 2m ax (A ) + 1) n JA- {max(A )}I
;:;'1[0, k - 2max (A » nJA-{max(A )}1
= 1[0, k)nJAI·
The inequality holds because II n [2max (A ) , 2max (A ) + 1) I;:;. k - 2max(A ) and because , by
induction, [0, k - 2m ax (A » has the smallest intersection with JA-{max (A )} among intervals
of length k - 2max (A ). 0
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Lemma 1 states that to minimize /;(1) it is best to choose I at the very beginning of
~. By mimicking its proof one can show that /;(1) is maximized at the end of binary
intervals .
LEMMA 2. Let k, r E ~ be such that k ~ 2r and suppose that I is a cyclic sub-interval
of length kin [0, 2r). Then
/;(1) ~/;(2r - k, 2r). o
o
o
Using Lemmas 1 and 2 we prove the following two complementary lemmas, which
are special cases of the inequality to be proved in Theorem 5.
LEMMA 3. For all i ~ 0, if k, I, r E ~ satisfy k ~ 2r~ I then
/;(/, 1+ k) ~ /;(2 r, 2r + k).
PROOF. For all j in [I, 1+ k) there is some element of AU) of size at least r. So if
the interval [I, I + k) is replaced by the (cyclic) interval I = [I mod 2r, (I + k) mod 2r ) c
[0, 2r ) , we have, applying Lemma 1,
/;(1, 1+ k) ~ /;(1) + fi-1(1)
~ /;(0, k) + fi-1(0 , k) = /;(2r, 2r + k).
LEMMA 4. For all i ~ 0, if k, I, r E ~ satisfy 1+ k ~ 2r- 1 then
/;(/, 1+ k) + f i-l(1, 1+ k) ~/;(2r, 2r - k).
Also, if k, I, r E ~ satisfy I ~ 2r and 1+ k ~ 2r + 2r- 1 then
/;(/, 1+ k) ~/;(2r, 2r - k).
PROOF. For the first inequality, mimic the proof of Lemma 3, using Lemma 2 in
place of Lemma 1. Now if k, I, r are such that I ~ 2r and 1+ k ~ 2r + 2r- 1 then we have,
by the first inequality,
/;(1, I + k) =/;(1- 2r, I + k - 2r) +/;-1(1- 2r, 1+ k - 2r)
~/;(2r, 2r - k).
We are now in a position to prove the crucial inequality on which our isoperimetric
theorem rests .
THEOREM 5. For all i ~ 0, if k, I, r E N satisfy k ~ I and k ~ 2r then
/;(/, 1+ k) ~ /;(2 r, 2r + k).
Also if k , I, r satisfy 2k + I ~ 2r+ 1 and I ~ 2r (which imply k ~ 2r- 1) we have
/;(1, I + k) ~ /;(2 r - k , 2r ) .
(1)
(2)
PROOF. We prove (1) and (2) by induction on k + r, at each stage assuming that
both (1) and (2) are true for smaller values. Turning first to (1) we see that Lemma 3 is
exactly (1) in the case I ~ 2r, so we may assume 1< 2r. Again, if 1+ k ~ 2r then
k ~ 2r - 1 and by induction we know
/;(/, 1+ k) ~ /;(2r- 1, 2r- 1 + k) =/;(2r, 2r + k).
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In the only remaining situation, 2' 'splits' the interval [I, 1+ k), i.e. 1< 2' < I + k. Set
I' = I + k, k' = 2' -I, r' = r. Then
2k' + I' = 2,+1 -I + k ~ 2"+1,
l'=I+k~2" and k'<k,
so we may apply the induction hypothesis; to be precise (2) implies that
/;(1 + k, 2' + k) =/;(1', I' + k') ~/;(2" - k', 2") =/;(/,2').
Thus
/;(/, 1+ k) = /;(1,2') + /;(2', 1+ k)
~ /;(1 + k, 2' + k) + /;(2', 1+ k)
=/;(2',2' + k),
and (1) is proved.
Let us now turn to (2). If 1+ k ~ 2' + 2,-1 then the second part of Lemma 4 is
exactly what is required. Otherwise, (2) is equivalent to
/;(1- 2', 1+ k - 2') + /;-1(/- 2', 1+ k - 2') ~/;(2' - k, 2'). (3)
If 1- 2' ~ 2'-1 then, setting I' = 1- 2', k' = k and r' = r - 1 in (2), apply the induction
hypothesis twice, once to /; and once to 1;-1> to give
/;(1- 2', I + k - 2') = /;(/', I' + k') ~ /;(2" - k', 2'')
= /;(2,-1 - k, 2'-1)
and
/;-1(/- 2', 1+ k - 2') = 1;-1(/', I' + k') ~/;-1(2" - k', 2'')
= /;_1(2,-1 - k, 2,-1).
Summing these inequalities we obtain (3).
We are once again in the situation where the interval of interest, in this case
[1- 2', 1+ k - 2'), is 'split': 1- 2' ~ 2,-1 ~ I + k - 2'. Since /;(1- 2',2'-1) + 1;-1(/-
2',2'-1) =/;(2' - k, 1- 2'), it only remains to show that
/;(2,-1, 1+ k - 2') + /; _1(2'-1, 1+ k - 2') ~/;(2' - k, 1- 2'). (4)
The left-hand side is /;(2', 1+ k - 2,-1) and so (4) is an instance of (1), with I' = 2' - k,
k' =I + k - (2' + 2'-1) and r' =r - 1. We need only check that k' ~ l' and k' ~ 2" to
show that by induction (4) holds. These inequalities are true since
I' - k' =2' + 3.2'-1_1-2k =5.2'-1- (2k + I) ~O
and
k' = I + k - 3.2'-1 ~ 2'-1.
This completes the proof of Theorem 5. o
The face isoperimetric result is, as remarked earlier, a corollary of Theorem 5.
Given a set system de PJ>(N), write b;(d) for the number of i-dimensional faces
enclosed by d.
THEOREM 6. Let i E N and let de PJ>(N) be a set system. Then
b;(d) ~/;(O, Idl).
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PROOF. Again we use induction on i. If i = 0 the result is obvious. Otherwise, split
d into two parts according as 1 is or is not a member: d 1 = {A Ed: 1 EA},
do = d - d I- Without loss of generality both parts are strictly smaller than d. Set
k = Idl, ko= Idol and k, = Idd, and suppose that k, ~ ko. The faces of !JP(N) spanned
by d are either spanned completely by one of do and d 1 or split equally between the
two. Thus
bi(d) ~ bi(do) + bi(d1) + bi-1(d1)
~/;(O, ko) +/;(0, k1) + fi-l(O, k 1)
= /;(0, k) - /;(ko, k) +/;(0, k 1) + fi-l(O, k 1)
~/;(O, k) = /;(0, Idl).
The final inequality is an appliction of Theorem 5.
3. EXTENSIONS TO THE GRID
o
x~i-1.
x ~ i -1;
When dealing with the grid [pt, the natural generalization of a face is a collection
obtained by fixing the values of some coordinates and leaving the rest arbitrary. Thus
we define an i-dimensional face of [p]N to be a subset of the form FB,t = {s E
[pt:slBc= t} for some Be. {1, 2, . .. ,N} with IBI = i and some t E [p]BC. There are
pN-i("f) faces of dimension i. A subset d of [p]N encloses a face F if Fe. d . If d is a
collection of i-dimensional faces of [pt we say it encloses a j-face F if all the i-faces
contained in F are members of d. In either case we write bj,P(d) for the number of
j-faces enclosed by d.
Let fP( denote the collection of all i-faces of [p ]N. Again, whenever i ~ j, define a
bipartite graph BL on fP( U 'iFf by joining Pi E fP( to F2 E '!F'j if F2 c. Pi. For j > 0 or
p > 2 the conjectured extremal function for the isoperimetric problem in Bfj (see
Conjecture 12) becomes unwieldy. Instead of dealing with this complicated extremal
function we use a smooth approximation to obtain an isoperimetric result, which is
best possible in many places and never severely in error.
To give the flavour of the results , we first prove a generalization of Theorem 6 to the
grid, again by establishing an inequality for the bounding function. Afterwards, we
prove the more technical Lemma 9, which in turn gives Theorem 10, the face
isoperimetric result in its full generality.
Recall that we define (D for all x E ~ and i E N by
{
o ,e) = x(x - 1) ... (x - i + 1)
., 'l.
Define P;(x) to be i! (D , and for convenience let Po be the constant function 1 and let
P- 1 be the constant function O. Now, if i E Nand p ~ 2, define
gi,p(X) =xco~p X)/ pi,
The following inequality for the function gi,p is the basis for the first face
isoperimetric inequality in the grid.
LEMMA 7. Let i ~ 1, P ~ 2. If (X/)f':OI E ~p satisfies min{xj} =Xo ~«:'. then
gi'P(~ Xj)~ gi-l,P(XO) +:~ gi,p(Xj)' (5)
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o
PROOF. Set m =Xo and Y; =x; - Xo for j E [p] and multiply both sides of (5) by p'ii .
With this substitution the conditions become 0:;;; m, Yl' . .. , Yp -l and the inequality to
be proved becomes:
(pm + :t: Y; )p;(log, (pm + :t: Y;))
p-l
~ ipmPi-I(logp m) + 2: (m + yJP;(log,(m +Yj))' (6)
;=0
Now if Yl = Y2 = ... = Yp-l = 0 then we have equality in (6), for
P;(Iogppm) = P;(logp m + 1) = iPi-1(lO&> m) + Pi(logp m).
Also note that , since both P; and P; are increasing functions,
~ ((pm + ~:f Y;)P;(logp(pm +Pi1Y;)))0Yk ] =1 ]=1
=P;(logp(pm +:t: Y;)) + P;(logp (pm +:t:Yj))/IO~p
~ p;(logp(m +Yj)) + P;(logp(m +yJ)/logep
o p
=- 2: (m + y;)p;(logp(m +Yj))'
°Ykj=l
for any k E {1, . . . , p - 1}. Since (6) is true when YI = ... = Yp-l = 0 and the partial
derivatives of the left-hand side are always greater than the corresponding partial
derivatives of the right , (6) is proved. 0
The preceding estimate on gi,p is sufficient to prove the our first face isoperimetric
result for the grid, an analogue of Theorem 6 for the cube.
THEOREM 8. Let i E N, p ~ 2, and let stJ be a finite subset of [pt. Then
bi,p(stJ):;;; gi,p(IstJI).
PROOF. We prove the result by induction on i. If i =0 the result is obvious, so
suppose i ~ 1. Partition stJ into p parts by the value of the first coordinate:
stJ; = {s E stJ: Sl = n. Set x = IstJl and Xj = IstJjl . Without loss of generality we may
suppose each of the Xi strictly less than k and that Xo is the smallest of the x;. The
i-faces spanned by stJ are either entirely contained within one of the stJ; or are split
evenly across the various layers. These latter can total no more than the number of
(i - 1)-faces of stJo, since each is uniquely specified by its intersection with stJo. So
p-l
bi,p(stJ):;;; bi-I ,P(stJO) + 2: bi,p(stJ;)j=O
p-l
:;;; gi-l;p(XO) + 2: gi,p(X;)
; =0
:;;; gi,p(~il X;) = gi,p(IstJl).
]=0
The last inequality is easily seen to hold for Xo < pi-I, as then bi-I,P(stJo) = 0, and for
XO~pi-l it is precisely Lemma 7.
To prove an isoperimetric result in Hf.j valid for all p ~ 2 and all i ~ j , we need an
estimate for gi,pwhich is more delicate than that in Lemma 7.
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LEMMA 9. Suppose i ~O, P ~2 and m, Yo, Yl'" . ,Yp-l, X E ~+. If x is the largest
solution of gi,p(X)=gi-l ,p(m) + ~b-l gi,p(m +Yj), so x =pi-l when the right-hand side
is 0, then
p-l
gi+l,P(X) ~ gi,p(m) + L gi+l,p(m +Yj)'
o
(7)
PROOf. Consider first the case where Yl =Y2 = ... =YP= O. If m ~ pi-2 then the
right-hand side of (7) is zero. If, on the other hand, m ~ pi-l then x = pm and we have
equality in (7) since
gi+l,p(pm) =gi,p(m) +pgi+l,p(m).
If pi-2 < m < pi-l then a simple calculation shows that (7) holds,
As above, we differentiate both sides of (7). Fix k E [p]. Noting that
ax g;'p(m +Yj)
- ==~---.:.~
aYk g;,p(x)
we have
a , ax g;+l,P(X) ,
-;- gi+l.p(X) =gi+l,P(X) -;- = , ( ) gi,p(m +Yj)'
dYk dYk g i .p X
On the other hand,
-::.a (gi.p(m) + i gi+l.p(m +Yj») = g;+l,p(m +Yj)'
dYk j=l
Thus it suffices to prove that
g;,P(X)g;+l,p(m + yJ ~g;+l,p(x)g;'p(m +Yj)' (8)
If m +Yj~ pi then the left-hand side is zero and there is nothing to prove; we may
assume in the remainder of the proof that m +Yj~ pi. Equation (8) claims that in this
region g;+l.p/g;'p is an increasing function. To prove this, examine the sign of its
derivative, which is the same as the sign of g7+1,pg;,p - g;+l,~'/.p; we want to prove that
g7+1,p(X)g;,p(x) ~ g;+ l,P(X)g'/.p(x). (9)
Clearly,
~ ( ) = _1_ (P(l ) P;(logp X»)g,p x 'f i ,ogp X + I
' lop o~p
and
'! ( ) = _1_ (P;(logp x) P7(logp X»)g,p x . + 2 •
. i!p' x lo~p x(lo~p)
Multiplying through by i! (i + 1)! p2i+lX log, p, (9) reduces to the following:
(P;+l()') + P7+1(A») (P;(A)+ P;(A») ~ (Pi+1(A) + P;+l(A») (P;(A) + P7(A») . (10)log.p log.p lo~p lo~p
Now use the fact that P;+l(A) = (A - i)P;(A), so P;(A) = P;(A) + (A - i)P;(A) and
P7(A) = 2P;(A) + (A- i)P7(A). Thus
P;(A)P;+l(A) = P;(A)(P;(A) + (A - i)P;(A» ~ P;+l(A)P;(A)
and
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Again we can reduce (to), cancelling terms and using the two inequalities above . What
remains to be shown that
Since
and
P;+1(A)Pi(A) = (P;(A) + (A - i)P;(A»Pi(A),
it suffices to show that
(11)
This is straightforward from the definition of P;(A). Indeed, simply note that
(
i - 1 1 )
P;(A) = P;(A) ~o A- k '
and (11) is clear, even without the factor of 2 on the left. o
Now we can prove the main result of the paper, an isoperimetric inequality valid for
all grids and between any pair of levels.
THEOREM 10. Let 00:::; i 0:::; k be integers. Let p ;;:. 2 and suppose that st/ is a collection
of i-dimensional faces of [pt of size gi,p(X), with x ;;:. pi-1. Then
bk,p(st/)0:::; gk,p(X),
PROOF, It clearly suffices to prove the result for k = i + 1, and this we do by
induction on N + i. Partition st/ into p + 1 parts; p parts consisting of the i-faces which
are at a fixed height, i.e . have a constant value for the first coordinate, partitioned
according to their height, and one part consisting of the remainder, the i-faces in st/
which are split evenly between the various horizontal layers . In other words, set
d j = {F e st/: S1 = j for all s e F} and Ai = st/ - U=l d j. Let m, Xo, Xl> ••• , Xp-1 satisfy
I.MI =gi-1,p(m) and Ist/jl =gi,p(Xj)' Certainly,
p-1
gi,P(X) = gi-1,p(m) + L gi,P(Xj)'
j=O
The (i + Ij-faces enclosed by st/ fall into two classes, those entirely contained within
one layer and those split between all the layers. Write Y and Y' for these two classes ,
The latter are constrained in two ways; both their 'horizontal' faces and their 'vertical'
faces must be members of d . The first condition ensures that there are no more than
minjE[p) 1st/A = minjE[p) gi,p(Xj) of them. To see the effect of the second, note that these
vertical faces are determined by their intersection with any horizontal layer. The
condition is that the collection {F n [pt-1: Fe.M} must span each face in {F n
[pt-1:FeY'}. (Here we write [p]N-1 for {se[pt:s1=0}). Thus, by induction,
W'I 0:::; bi,p(.M) o:::;gi,p(m). This gives us the following relations:
p-1
bi+1,P(st/) = WI + W'I 0:::; min{gi,p(m), gi.p(Xj)}f~il + L bi+1,p(dj)
j=O
p-1
0:::; min{gi,P (m), gi.p(Xj)}f~ + L gi+1,p(Xj)'
j=O
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Set m' = min{m, Xj}f':l and let x' satisfy gi.P(X') =gi-l,p(m') + ~f':l gi,p(Xj)' Since
m' ~m we certainly have x' ~X. Using Lemma 9 we find that
p-l
bi+1,p(d) ~gi,p(m')+ L gi+l,p(Xj)
j=O
~gi+l,p(X') ~gi+l,p(X).
This calculation finishes the proof of Theorem 10. o
If one takes x =pY in the previous theorem, for some y ~ i, not necessarily an
integer, one obtains the following result.
COROLLARY 11. Let 0 ~ i ~ k be integers. Let p ~ 2 and suppose that d is a
collection of i-dimensional faces of [p]N of size pY-i(n, for some y ~ i. Then the number
of k-dimensional faces spanned by d is at most pY-k(k). 0
To conclude this note, we remark that although when y is an integer Corollary 11 is
best possible, the question remains open of whether, as in the edge isoperimetric
inequality, there is some ordering whose initial segments are always best. In order to
state a conjecture on this problem we introduce the facial order. This is the ordering on
[pt, defined as follows: s -ct if S-l(j) comes after r1(j) in the binary order, where j is
the smallest element of [p] for which these two differ. The first few elements in the
facial order for p =3, are, suppressing trailing zeroes: 0, 1, 2, 01, 02, 11, 21, 12, 22,
001, 002, 101, 201, 102, 202, ....
Thus for a sequence to be early in the facial order the first priority is that the set of
zeroes should be late in the binary order. After that, the most important consideration
is that the set of Is should be late; after that, that the set of 2s should be late, and so
on.
Another way to regard the ordering is as follows. Suppose we have written down the
initial segment of length 3i , split into various 'blocks'. In order to write down the next
2.3 i sequences we take each block in turn and write it twice, once with a 1 in
coordinate i + 1, once with a 2 in coordinate i + 1. These two blocks together then
form a new block. So first we write down the all zero sequence, a block on its own.
This is followed by the sequences 1 and 2 (using the same convention of suppressing
trailing zeroes) forming a block together. So far we have reached three sequences, i.e.
i = 1. The next block is a doubling of the very first: 01,02. Then comes a block of four
arising from the second and third sequences: 11, 21, 12, 22. We have reached nine
sequences and the cycle restarts: 001, 002; 101, 201, 102, 202; 011, 021, 012, 022; ....
We can now state our conjecture.
CONJECTURE 12. If d is a subset of [p]N of size k and ~p(k) is the initial segment of
size k in the facial order, then for all i ~ 0 the number of i-faces spanned by ~p(k) is at
least as great as the number spanned by d. 0
4. A KRUSKAL-KATONA THEOREM FOR THE GRID
We now return to the question posed in the introduction. Recall that the weight of a
sequence s E [ptis Is-1(p -1)1, in other words the number of coordinates in which s
take the value p - 1, and let L~ c [p]N denote the collection of all sequences of weight
r. The question is: if a down-set de [p]N has Id n L~I = k, what can we say about
Idl? This problem is a disguised version of the face isoperimetric problem.
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We set up a correspondence between L~ and ;g;~, when r> 3, as follows: given a
sequence s of weight r, it corresponds to the set of sequences F S obtainable by
replacing all the occurrences of p - 1 in s with elements of [p - 1]. In other words , if
B = S-I(p -1) and s' = slBe then s corresponds to FB.s" Coordinates where s takes the
value p - 1 correspond to 'free' coordinates in the corresponding face.
If the sequence t is the same as s except that in some coordinates t takes a value in
[p -1] where s takes the value p - 1, then F' c PS, Therefore, under this identifica-
tion, the graph Bfjl is isomorphic to the bipartite graph on LfU Lf, where s e Ls is
joined to t E Lf if s.> ti for all i E {I, 2, ... , N}. Thus the following two results follow
immediately from Theorem 10.
THEOREM 13. If p;;;'3 and .sIl is a subset of L~ of size (p -ly-rG) for some
x;;;' r -1, not necessarily an integer, then the number of sequences in L~_I which are
pointwise smaller than some sequence in .sIl is at least (p - 1y-r+l(r': I)' D
THEOREM 14. Suppose that p ;;;. 3 and that .sIl is a down-set in the grid [p]N which
satisfies 1.sIl n L~I;;;' (p - 1y-rG) for some x;;;' r -1, not necessarily an integer. Then
also
1.sIli ;;;. ±(p - 1Y-j(~).
j =O J
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